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Online Store Manager Interview Questions And Answers
Guide.

Question - 1:
Described Product management?

Ans:
Since the retail manager is an important part of the sales as well as concept process, they are also in charge of the entire chain of product management, right from
ordering, to returning the commodities or products. This also includes keeping in mind any price changes that may occur.
With all these responsibilities, the store manager should have excellent conversational skills and should have the gift of the gab. The store manager is looked upon as
a senior sales person by the entire sales team and is considered to be a problem solver. Therefore, the store manager should be smart and should have the quality of
thinking on their feet.
View All Answers

Question - 2:
Described team development?

Ans:
Along with the singular employees, the retail manager has to look into the team development of the entire store employee work force. The Store Manager is not only
an executor of ideas, but they also have to be a positive thinker and a person who surges ahead as a thought manager in the company.
View All Answers

Question - 3:
Described Sales Manager?

Ans:
Sales manager is the typical title of someone whose role is sales management. The role typically involves talent development and leadership.
View All Answers

Question - 4:
What you don't like about sales?

Ans:
Any time you are asked to provide a negative trait about the position you are applying for, you should tread carefully. An example of an answer that effectively
resolves the question is, "Walking away from a sale when I know the prospect could benefit from our solution." This answer shows you know that there are times
where you need to walk away and show that you understand that sales is about solutions.
View All Answers

Question - 5:
What are your problem solving skills?

Ans:
The store manager should also possess ample problem solving skills that would ensure that the entire store workforce works in harmony and is supportive to each
other. This is by far the most important responsibility of the store manager, because without a proper work force, no product can survive in the market.
View All Answers

Question - 6:
Online Store Manager common interview questions part 2:

Ans:
* What are some examples of your sales experience?
* Describe the most difficult sales call you have made?
* Describe what your sales cycle was like in your last job?
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* How often did you achieve your sales objectives?
* Describe a time that you had to change your sales approach.
* How do you handle the negotiation phase?
* When do you decide that it is time to let a potential client go?
View All Answers

Question - 7:
Online Store Manager common interview questions part 1:

Ans:
* Sell me this pen?
* How do you handle objections?
* How do you handle rejection?
* What do you consider the most important skills in sales?
* What do you dislike about sales?
* Is there any aspect of the sales process that you are particularly uncomfortable with?
* How comfortable are you making phone calls?
* Is there anyone you struggle to sell to?
View All Answers

Question - 8:
Online Store Manager purchase and sales related interview questions:

Ans:
* How do I purchase Inventoria Stock Manager?
* How much does Inventoria Stock Manager cost?
* Are volume discounts available for software purchases?
* More pricing, sales and purchase related questions?
View All Answers

Question - 9:
Online store Manager general pre-sales interview questions:

Ans:
* Can I put a password on Inventoria?
* Can I sync data between Express Accounts, Express Invoice, Copper and Inventoria?
* Can multiple users access the same inventory from different locations?
* Where can I find the program's version number?
* Where can I find version and release date information?
* Why is the email address grayed out when you go to change it in options ?
* Will Inventoria work on 64 bit computers?
View All Answers

Question - 10:
What interests you most have about this position?

Ans:
I've always admired your company's reputation for customer service and I know that's a big part of why your clients buy from you. I have a lot of experience selling
to your key demographic and I know how to sell the overall product experience - including the customer service component. Let me tell you about a sales campaign I
came up with last year that centered on the benefits of customer service.
View All Answers

Question - 11:
What motivates costantly?

Ans:
I am constantly motivated by the challenge of the sale. The success of landing a new client is a thrill, and building a well-thought out pitch that will explain the
product is very satisfying.
View All Answers

Question - 12:
What is sales process?

Ans:
Look for logical steps including building a relationship and asking about the prospect's needs as the first two steps 
* Average number of contacts should be 12 
* Ask for the different types of contacts they make to qualified prospects
View All Answers

Question - 13:
How you handle rejection?

Ans:
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Losing a sale, or failing at landing one, is disappointing. But if you want to succeed in this business, you can't take it personally. I work hard to learn from rejection
and continuously improve my sales techniques.
View All Answers

Question - 14:
Do you handle price objections?

Ans:
describe selling on value, not on price.
View All Answers

Question - 15:
Which compensation are you seeking?

Ans:
Should be comfortable with a large share of compensation at risk (at least 50 per cent).
View All Answers

Question - 16:
What kind of goals motivates you?

Ans:
Should be enthusiastic about setting goals.
View All Answers

Question - 17:
What image do you have about company?

Ans:
Should have done a thorough job of research or your industry and company.
View All Answers

Question - 18:
Should reps get warm leads?

Ans:
Similar question, different angle. The right answer is typically to get warm leads, but not because the reps are lazy or can't successfully build their own business from
the ground up. Lead-driven sales are typically more cost effective than having expensive sales reps cold calling. Yes, leads are expensive up-front, but the eventual
cost per acquisition and overall lifetime value and margin for the business on those new customers is usually much better when reps are making more efficient use of
their time with warm leads.
View All Answers

Question - 19:
What is cold calling dead?

Ans:
Some interviewees may get defensive, or think this is a trick question. The answer, of course, is no. When all else fails (market conditions, marketing leads, etc.),
picking up the phone is the one thing sales reps will always be able to control. But how they cold call - who they call, with what message and offer, at what frequency
and cadence - is extremely important. Cold calling must be customer-centric and value-driven to succeed in today's buyer-centric world.
View All Answers

Question - 20:
What you see in the key skills?

Ans:
Common sales interview questions and answers revolve around how you view the skills involved in a specific sales technique or aspect of the sales process. For
example, "What do you see are the key skills in closing a sale?" Answers to these types of questions should always focus on responding to the buyer's concerns and
on how the product or service will benefit the recipient.
View All Answers

Question - 21:
How to move on from rejection?

Ans:
Rejections are common within sales jobs, and one of the primary reasons that most personalities could not handle sales roles. Try to downplay how hard you take
rejections, but feel free and be honest about a technique you use to handle rejection or answer with something like, "I simply move on to the next prospect, because a
rejection is simply a sign that the individual was not yet ready for our solution."
View All Answers

Question - 22:
Described Sales planning?
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Ans:
Sales planning involves strategy, setting profit-based sales targets, quotas, sales forecasting, demand management and the writing and execution of a sales plan.
A sales plan is a strategic document that outlines the business targets, resources and sales activities.
View All Answers

Question - 23:
Do you felling uncomfortable making cold calls?

Ans:
Any interview questions about your discomfort in sales should always be responded to with a "no" without any elaboration. If you are uncomfortable, reevaluate
whether the position is right for you.
View All Answers

Question - 24:
Described Sales management?

Ans:
Sales management is a business discipline which is focused on the practical application of sales techniques and the management of a firm's sales operations. It is an
important business function as net sales through the sale of products and services and resulting profit drive most commercial business. These are also typically the
goals and performance indicators of sales management.
View All Answers

Question - 25:
List the Important Sales Skills?

Ans:
Not everyone can handle sales. You need to have the right attitude and abilities. At your job interview, the interviewer will be looking for your sales skills, and the
aspects of the process that help close deals. An example of a good answer includes "The ability to recognize both verbal and non-verbal cues to adapt the sales
strategies you implement to impress the prospective buyer."
View All Answers

Question - 26:
How you can delegate responsibilities?

Ans:
1) Always try to Start small. Give people tasks that, if performed incorrectly, can be fixed. Take the opportunity to teach and empower your employees. Then
gradually give them tasks with greater responsibility as you come to understand their strengths and weaknesses.
2) Learn how to anticipate any problems they might have so you can coach them properly before they begin.
View All Answers

Question - 27:
How do you offer goal-oriented feedbacks?

Ans:
Meet in small teams or one-on-one, and go over your comments in detail.
Set up a schedule for feedback. Offer it regularly so that your employees know when to expect it and can make space for it in their workflows.
View All Answers

Question - 28:
How you can hold yourself as manager to highest standards?

Ans:
We all know the kind of manager who constantly shouts or bitterly complains when mistakes are made but gives himself a 'pass' when he fails. Don't be this kind of
manager. Ideally, be harder to on yourself than you are on your employees. This can have a trickle-down effect: Employees see the types of goals and standards you
set for yourself and want to emulate you because they look up to you.
View All Answers

Question - 29:
How you setting goals for yourself?

Ans:
Don't be the kind of person who never shoots for the moon. Staying measured in your goals doesn't mean that you should always play it conservative, never setting
high goals. A manager who never punches above her weight can come across as lacking ambition. Even the conservative poker player knows they need to go 'all-in'
from time to time.
View All Answers

Question - 30:
What you think about idea of "Under-promise, over-deliver"?

Ans:
This idea can apply to several different areas of life, but it's a great managerial mantra. Do you want to be the kind of person who has wildly optimistic goals that they
never meet, or do you want to be the kind of person who sets measured goals and ends up exceeding them by leaps and bounds? Although this is about image, image
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is extremely important.
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Question - 31:
How you make sure that each employee knows whats expected?

Ans:
Having concrete goals empowers your employees and keeps them focused on work. Explicitly outline what you expect, when the deadline is, and what you'll do with
the results.
View All Answers

Question - 32:
How you tell employees that how much you appreciate them from time to time?

Ans:
Just go out and say it. Ask them out for a cup of coffee and tell them what you appreciate about them. 
* They're a hard worker 
* They effectively motivate other people
* They're easy to coach
* They're disciplined or go the extra mile
* They always cheer you up, etc. 
Don't mince words just tell them straight out. An employee who knows just how much they are appreciated will work harder, enjoy what they do more, and pass that
psychic happiness along to other employees.
View All Answers

Question - 33:
How to make seniors emplyees feel good?

Ans:
1) In a meeting with your boss, for example, mention something one of your workers did well. If your boss happens to mention to that worker that you said something
good about them, they're likely to feel that you appreciate them and made the effort to put in a good word. That sort of compliment doesn't go unnoticed.
2) Privately laud what your employees do well. Tell them when you have a moment. Go into detail. A private chat, however short, can have a positive impact on
morale, resulting in more self-motivation.
View All Answers

Question - 34:
How you motivate your employees?

Ans:
Ask the employees how they're liking their job on a regular basis. Encourage them to be honest with you. Then take action based upon what they tell you.
Offer perks that your employees will value. If health is important to them, give them time to go to the gym and work out. If their family is important, respect the time
they may need to send their kids off to school in the morning or pick them up in the afternoon.
View All Answers

Question - 35:
How to be a Good Manager?

Ans:
There's a hierarchy of management in every large organization that keeps the whole operation running smoothly. A good manager is able to blend into the
background, changing small things here and there to great effect. Being a good manager is about leading by example. It's one of the toughest jobs out there in part
because you have to manage other people's expectations and also one of the least acknowledged. Despite this, there are several tricks of the trade that will help you
successfully manage all your responsibility, in style and with verve.
View All Answers
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